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Abstract
The controlled removal of material conducted with the tip of an atomic force microscope
(AFM) probe is a technique that has started gaining increased attention in recent years within
the micro and nano manufacturing research community. The attractive characteristics of this
process are that it is relatively simple to implement and low-cost compared with
vacuum-based lithography techniques for micro and nano fabrication. However, similarly to
any machining process, the resulting surface finish of features cut with an AFM probe can be
critical. In this context, the focus of the paper is on the development and validation of a novel
analytical model for predicting the floor surface roughness induced by AFM probe-based
machining when generating cavities composed of linear parallel grooves. In addition to
kinematic parameters, the proposed model takes into account the minimum chip thickness and
elastic recovery associated with each phase present within the microstructure of a workpiece.
The implementation of the model was carried out and its performance tested when processing
a dual phase brass alloy using an AFM nano-indentation probe. A relatively good agreement
was achieved between the analytical and experimental results with an average prediction error
of 21% when assessing the arithmetic average roughness, Ra.
Keywords: atomic force microscopy, probe-based machining, surface roguhness
1. Introduction
Mechanical machining with the tip of an atomic force
microscope (AFM) probe is a particular implementation of
the AFM scratching technique where material removal from
the surface of a sample/workpiece occurs at nano-scale as a
result of the direct contact between the tip of an AFM probe
and the sample surface (see figure 1). However, while AFM
scratching studies are generally confined to the generation
of single grooves with the aim of assessing particular
material properties near the surface, such as the scratch
hardness (Beegan et al 2007) or the scratch resistance of thin
films (Sundararajana and Bhushan 2001), AFM probe-based
machining is specifically targeted at the controlled production
of more complex structures. For instance, these features can
be single curvilinear grooves (Bourne et al 2010), pockets
machined as a result of the probe tip cutting parallel and
adjacent lines (Fang and Chang 2003) or arrays of nano-scale
hemispherical pillars (Tseng et al 2011).
The AFM probe-based machining process is relatively
simple and low-cost to implement (Gozen and Ozdoganlar
2012). In addition, it has shown high flexibility in producing
complex three dimensional features and has been applied for
cutting a wide range of engineering materials (Brousseau
et al 2010). When this technique is employed to machine
soft samples, such as polymers, the cutting operations can be
performed with silicon or silicon nitride probes that would
otherwise normally be used for imaging purposes (Blach
et al 2004). For harder substrates, AFM probes designed for
nano-indentation tasks and which are made of a pyramidal
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the AFM probe-based
mechanical machining process when producing a pocket.
diamond tip mounted on a stainless steel cantilever can be
utilized (Yan et al 2009) as well as AFM tips that have
been coated with diamond (Fang and Chang 2003) or carbon
(Iwata et al 2003) to increase their life span. Although
the range of probes that can possibly be used for AFM
machining is relatively large, the radius of the tip which
acts as the cutting edge typically exhibits values of between
10 and 100 nm. Thus, combined with the fact that AFM
instruments possess nano-scale displacement resolution, AFM
probe-based mechanical machining has been developed as
a suitable technique for the generation of sub-micrometre
features.
However, similarly to other machining processes, and
especially those for micro- and nano-scale cutting, the
resulting surface roughness of processed workpieces can be
critical because it is not possible to easily apply follow-up
processing techniques to improve its quality (Dornfeld et al
2006, Elkaseer et al 2012). Thus, it is important to develop
suitable models of the AFM probe-based machining process
for predicting the achievable surface roughness and, as a
result, for identifying optimized processing windows. In the
case of micro milling, where the tools utilized typically have a
cutting edge radius a hundred times larger than that of an AFM
probe (i.e. between 1 and 10µm), it is known that, due to scale
effects, it is not sufficient to consider kinematic parameters
only when modelling the surface generation process (Vogler
et al 2004, Liu and Melkote 2006). Similarly, when studying
AFM probe-based mechanical machining, other factors which
dominate the underlying cutting mechanism, such as the
mechanical properties of the workpiece material, have
to be considered to predict the roughness of machined
surfaces.
In this context, the aim of this research is to develop
a model of the surface generation process during AFM
probe-based machining by obtaining a deeper understanding
of the physical phenomena that influence the resulting
topography of the surfaces that have been machined. To
achieve this, it is proposed that the mechanical properties
of each phase present within a material microstructure are
examined in order to take them into account in the model.
This is particularly required in order to assess and quantify the
influence of some of the machining characteristics associated
with a given workpiece material, especially the minimum
chip thickness and the elastic recovery of each phase. The
paper is organized as follows. The next section provides
a review of existing modelling approaches that have been
developed to predict the surface topography generated with
single point precision cutting methods. Next, a novel surface
generation model is presented and the experimental trials used
to implement it are described. Then, a comparison between
the model predictions and experimental results are reported
and discussed. Finally, conclusions and perspective are given
in the last section.
2. The modelling of surface generation for single
point precision machining
Material removal at nano-scale generated under the
mechanical action of a cutter on a workpiece has been a
topic of research for many years and started even prior
to the invention of the AFM through the efforts of the
machining research community in developing methods for
precision cutting. For instance, single point diamond turning
(SPDT) machines were initially developed in the early 1980s
(Wills-Moren et al 1982, Donaldson and Patterson 1983)
while the AFM technology was first introduced a few years
later for the primary purpose of imaging and characterizing
specimens at the nano-scale (Binnig et al 1986). The type
of produced structures is one of the important differentiating
factors between AFM probe-based machining and precision
turning techniques. More specifically, the AFM probe-based
material removal process is focussed on the generation of
discrete features with high spatial resolution while precision
machining is aiming at the production of relatively large
surfaces characterized with nanometre scale form accuracy
and surface finish. In spite of this, with respect to modelling
the surface topography created by a cutting tool across a
machined surface, both techniques share similarities. In
particular, and as illustrated in figure 1 in the case of AFM
probe-based machining, the generated roughness in the feed
direction can be modelled as the cross section of a series
of parallel grooves that are cut by a V-shaped tool having
an edge radius where contact with the workpiece occurs.
Thus, for modelling the surface generation of micro/nano
cavities produced with AFM cutting, or that of large areas
processed with precision machining, the common objective is
to accurately predict the shape of the created grooves and the
intersection point or profile between two consecutive grooves.
For the process of finish turning, where small values
of uncut chip thickness and feed are utilized, it is well
known that estimating the generated surface roughness based
only on kinematic parameters (i.e. the tool nose geometry
and tool feed) leads to an underestimation of the measured
roughness. Brammertz (1961) proposed a formula to estimate
the theoretical ten-point height roughness that takes into
account the minimum undeformed chip thickness in addition
to the kinematic parameters. In this way, the intersection
between two consecutive machined grooves was characterized
by a small triangular area that could not be cut due
to its thickness being smaller than a minimum thickness.
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Grzesik (1996) subsequently revised Brammertz’s model by
considering variations of the minimum undeformed chip
thickness as a function of the tool feed. More recently, Liu
and Melkote (2006) presented a model for predicting the
surface roughness in micro-turning of an Al5083-H116 alloy
by taking into account the effects of plastic side flow, tool
geometry and process parameters. In particular, these authors
showed that the commonly observed discrepancy between the
theoretical and measured surface roughness in micro-turning
is mainly due to surface roughening caused by plastic side
flow.
Cheung and Lee (2000) developed a model of the
ultra-precision turning process to predict the surface
topography in the feed direction of machined parts. The
model was built by taking into account the tool geometry,
the feed rate and the relative vibration between the tool and
the workpiece while assuming that the processed material
was homogeneous and isotropic. In a subsequent study, the
same authors used the power spectrum analysis method to
correlate surface roughness profiles to the different process
parameters considered in their model (Cheung and Lee 2001).
This analysis led to the identification of additional factors that
have an influence on the surface generation process in SPDT.
In particular, tool interference and a mechanism reported by
these authors as material swelling were found to be important
process characteristics that affect the resulting surface finish.
Tool interference is caused by process vibrations and is
characterized by material along the current path of the cutting
tool that has already been removed by the preceding cut.
The so-called material swelling is a result of plastic flow of
material being pushed out on the edge of a groove and can also
be referred to as pile-up. It was also observed by these authors
that the presence of such pile-ups contributed to explain the
under-estimation of the surface roughness predicted by their
model compared to the experimental results obtained when
machining an aluminium alloy. Luo et al (2005) developed
a more complex model of the surface generation process in
precision turning by taking into account regenerative chatter,
cutting tool characteristics, time-dependent cutting forces and
the machine tool response. Similarly to the work reported
by Cheung and Lee, the machined surface topography in the
feed direction was derived by calculating intersection points
between succeeding tool paths that had been computed a
priori based on the different model parameters considered.
This model was further refined by Zhou and Cheng (2009),
where a number of additional nonlinear factors associated
with the workpiece material, cutting process and machine tool
performance were taken into account. The effects of nonlinear
factors on the surface generation were analysed through the
power spectral density method and were found to contribute
more than 80% to the resulting surface roughness.
Other researchers have focused their efforts on modelling
single point machining, not in the tool feed direction, as is the
case for the studies reported above, but in the main cutting
direction (i.e. along the tool path). To achieve this, molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation has been a popularly used
modelling approach (Zhang and Tanaka 1997, Komanduri
et al 2000, Luo et al 2003, Ye et al 2003). MD simulation
performs analysis based on interatomic force calculations. In
spite of the fact that the length of cut commonly investigated
with MD analysis is restricted to a few nm due the high
computational power required, this technique has enabled
the study of nanometric cutting phenomena. In particular,
using MD simulation, Zhang and Tanaka (1997) theoretically
observed that, depending on the processing conditions, four
distinct regimes can take place when sliding a moving
diamond asperity with a tip radius of a few nm over a single
crystal copper surface, namely: no-wear, adhering, ploughing
and cutting. The transition between these regimes is governed
by the tip radius, the speed and the engagement depth of
the diamond asperity, as well as the degree of lubrication or
contamination at the diamond–metal interface. In the no-wear
and adhering regimes, only elastic deformation takes place
while plastic deformation occurs in the other two regimes. The
ploughing regime is characterized by the workpiece material
being pushed out on the edges of a machined groove while the
cutting regime results in chip formation.
Given the limitation of MD approaches with respect to
the very short length of cut that can be investigated and
the fact that in single point precision machining the surface
roughness in the tool feed direction is more dominant than
that in the main cutting direction (Cheung and Lee 2000),
a modelling philosophy that aims at predicting intersection
points or profiles between consecutive grooves is followed
in this research. When machining with an AFM instrument,
however, the range of cutting speeds generally achieved is
below 100µm s−1 and are, therefore, much lower than those
conventionally applied in precision cutting. For this reason,
dynamic effects are not taken into account in this study
because they are not expected to contribute to the roughness
generated during AFM probe-based machining. However, size
effects, which are responsible for the discrepancy between
the achieved roughness and the kinematic roughness, should
be considered. In particular, for micro- and nano-scale
cutting, the crystalline structure of processed materials has
a significant influence on different machining characteristics,
such as chip formation, surface generation and cutting forces
(Weule et al 2001, Liu et al 2004). For example, it was
shown by Vogler et al (2004) that the surface roughness values
obtained when cutting multiphase ductile iron was larger
than that for the single phase material over the examined
range of cutting conditions. The increased surface roughness
was attributed to interrupted chip formation that occurs
as the cutting edge moves between the multiple phases.
Unfortunately, no detailed study exists that takes into account
the heterogeneity of a workpiece material for predicting
the surface roughness generated in single point precision
cutting, which could be directly applied for AFM probe-based
machining. For this reason, the objective of this paper is to
propose a predictive model to estimate the roughness achieved
in the feed direction when cutting multiphase materials with
the tip of an AFM probe by taking into account kinematic
parameters as well as phase-specific parameters and, in
particular, the minimum chip thickness and elastic recovery
associated with each phase.
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Figure 2. Surface generation in the feed direction during AFM
probe-based machining.
3. Proposed surface roughness model
3.1. Model components
The developed model for surface roughness prediction in
AFM probe-based machining consists of the following
three components: the kinematic surface roughness, Rth;
the roughness contributed by the minimum chip thickness
effect, Rtc and, that by the elastic recovery of the workpiece
material, Rk .
The kinematic surface roughness, Rth, is defined as a
periodic function, z(x), as follows:
z(x)=
√
r2−x2 + r for − f
2
6 x < f
2
with z(x + f )= z(x),
(1)
where z and x represent the vertical and horizontal coordinates
of points comprised on the kinematic surface roughness
profile, respectively; r is the tip edge radius and f is the
distance between two consecutive grooves, which is also
referred to as the step-over. Thus, based on these two
kinematic parameters, the intersection point between two
adjacent profiles is easily determined, as presented in figure 2.
In particular, the theoretical intersection, Pthi−1 , between the
cross sectional profile of the groove being cut, Si , and the
prior profile, Si−1, is defined without considering material
properties that influence the cutting mechanism.
Based on Rth, the roughness contributed by the minimum
chip thickness effect, Rtc, is considered. As illustrated in
figure 2, along the roughness profile in the feed direction,
Rtc leads to an area of uncut material between two adjacent
grooves. Thus, a new intersection point is calculated as
follows in order to take into account the minimum chip
thickness effect. First, a virtual line is created between the
centre, Oi−1, of the arc defining the probe tip, and representing
the prior cut profile, Si−1, and a point Ptci located on the arc
that determines the profile Si of the groove currently being
cut. In this way, the distance between the points Ptci−1 and
Ptci , is also defined as shown on figure 2. In particular, for a
given profile Si being machined, Ptci−1 represents a point along
the prior adjacent profile, Si−1. Then, the distance (Ptci−1 , Ptci )
is compared with the minimum chip thickness value, tcmin,
for a given phase present within the material microstructure.
This leads to two possible cases:
• Case 1. (Ptci−1 , Ptci )< tcmin. In this case, ploughing is the
prevailing machining mechanism and the segment [Ptci−1 ,
Ptci ] belongs to the area of uncut chip thickness.
• Case 2. (Ptci−1 , Ptci )> tcmin. Here, cutting is the dominant
condition and the point Ptci defines the end of the segment
[Ptci−1 , Ptci ] belonging to the surface at this position.
Thus, starting from point Pthi−1 , the profile Si−1 is explored
until case 2 above is met. In addition, this analysis is
conducted as a function of the particular phase being
cut because the amplitude of the minimum chip thickness
effect for fixed values of step-over and cutting edge is
phase-dependent (Chuzhoy et al 2003a, 2003b, Vogler et al
2004). Thus, the area of uncut material depends on the
minimum chip thickness value for a given phase processed
and on the distance between two adjacent grooves.
Finally, the property of elastic recovery for the different
phases is considered due to the fact that uncut material, which
has not been removed due to the minimum chip thickness
effect, does not spring back fully to its original state (Liu
et al 2007). For this reason, Rk , the roughness contribution
from the elastic recovery characteristic of each phase, is
introduced. In this case, the height of each point on the
segment [Ptci−1 , Ptci ] is multiplied by k, which is the elastic
recovery for a given processed phase. The possible values
for k are comprised between 0 and 1. Thus, the roughness
calculated at this stage is always lower than Rtc assessed
during the previous step.
3.2. Model implementation
The experimental investigations conducted in this research in
order to implement the proposed model were carried out on
a dual-phase material, CuZn39Pb3 brass alloy. A preliminary
experiment was performed to examine the microstructure
of this material through micro-hardness tests. In particular,
micro-hardness measurements can give a first general
indication about the mechanical properties of a material
microstructure. In this case, an average was calculated
from five different measurements conducted in each phase
separately under a load of 10 g. For the α phase, the hardness
was ∼125 HV; however, for the β phase, it was ∼203 HV.
Thus, a difference in both the minimum chip thickness and
the elastic recovery values between each phase is expected
(Vogler et al 2003, Wang et al 2008). In addition, in order to
account for the effect of the microstructure of a material when
implementing the proposed model, the image processing
technique presented by Elkaseer et al (2012) for mapping the
microstructure of a workpiece surface was adapted to process
AFM scan data. Such mapping data are then used as an input
to feed the developed model for predicting the generated
surface based on the type of phase at the in-progress position
of the AFM tip. Figure 3 illustrates the material microstructure
mapping procedure when using an optical micrograph of the
surface of the CuZn39Pb3 brass alloy as the input data (see
figure 3(a)).
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Table 1. Parameters used for conducting the scratch tests in each phase.
Cutting
Minimum Maximum Length of speed Cutting
Fn (µN) Fn (µN) cut (µm) (µm s–1) direction
Groove 1 0 10 10 5 Towards the
cantilever and parallel
to its long axis
Groove 2 0 20
Groove 3 0 30
Groove 4 0 40
(a) (b)
20 µm 20 µm
Figure 3. Material microstructure mapping procedure, (a) optical micrograph of the CuZn39Pb3 brass alloy sample, (b) processed binary
picture from the optical micrograph.
Direction of cut 
Rake face
Clearance faces Clearance faces 
AFM tip 
400nm
Figure 4. Tip of the DNISP AFM probe.
To evaluate the kinematic surface roughness, Rth, the
geometry of the AFM probe tip utilized must be characterized.
A DNISP probe from Bruker was used in this study (see
figure 4). This type of AFM probe is normally employed for
nano-indentation experiments. It is made of a cantilever in
stainless steel on which a three sided diamond tip is mounted.
The particular AFM probe employed had a nominal normal
spring constant of 209 N m−1. In addition, the radius of the tip
was measured using a scanning electron microscope (SEM)
and found to be 70 nm.
Next, the minimum chip thickness value, as well as the
elastic recovery of the phases to be cut, must be defined.
A number of techniques for the evaluation of the minimum
chip thickness have been proposed in the literature. The
reported techniques are based on deterministic (Son et al
2005, Liu et al 2006), finite element (Vogler et al 2003) or
experimental (Ikawa et al 1992) approaches. In this study,
it was decided to take advantage of the available AFM
instrumentation and, thus, to follow an experimental method
for determining these characteristics. In particular, the AFM
offers the possibility of imaging and subsequently evaluating
mechanical properties of each phase of the material within
one set-up prior to performing cutting operations. More
specifically, it is proposed to conduct in situ scratch tests of
each phase present in the brass alloy to measure the minimum
chip thickness and elastic recovery values according to the
procedure described below.
Firstly, four grooves were machined in each phase. The
force, Fn , applied by the DNISP probe tip onto the workpiece
surface was increased linearily when cutting each groove.
Table 1 provides a summary of the set-up used during these
tests. Figure 5 shows an SEM image of the resulting grooves
prior to cleaning the sample and, thus, the chips formed can
also be observed in this figure. By using a set of CSG30
AFM probes from NT-MDT, which are designed for imaging
purpose in contact mode, the height profile along the bottom
of each groove could be obtained with the AFM instrument
(see table 2).
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Table 2. Profiles obtained along the length of each groove.
α phase β phase
Groove 1 
[0-10] µN 
-300
-200
-100
0
100
0 2 4 6 8 10
nm
µm
-300
-200
-100
0
100
0 2 4 6 8 10
nm
µm
Groove 2 
[0-20] µN 
-300
-200
-100
0
100
0 2 4 6 8 10
nm
µm
-300
-200
-100
0
100
0 2 4 6 8 10
nm
µm
Groove 3 
[0-30] µN 
-300
-200
-100
0
100
0 2 4 6 8 10
nm
µm
-300
-200
-100
0
100
0 2 4 6 8 10
nm
µm
Groove 4 
[0-40] µN 
-300
-200
-100
0
100
0 2 4 6 8 10
nm
µm
-300
-200
-100
0
100
0 2 4 6 8 10
nm
µm
(a) (b)
2µm 2µm 
Figure 5. Scratch tests conducted to determine the minimum chip thickness and the elastic recovery of the (a) α phase and (b) β phase.
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-20
-10
0
10
20
0 200 400 600
nm
nm
-40
-20
0
20
0 200 400 600
nm
nm
h1
d 
(a) (b)
h2
d
h1 h2
Figure 6. Examples of cross sections of a machined groove in the α phase at (a) the ploughing to cutting transition point and (b) under pure
cutting mechanism.
-200
-150
-100
-50
0
50
0 2 4 6 8 10
nm
µm
tce
tcmin
Dmax
Ploughing 
O 
Cutting regimexp xtc
elastic recovery
Legend: 
Full elastic 
recovery 
“conventional cutting”  “nano-scale cutting” 
Figure 7. Illustration of the procedure used to determine the minimum chip thickness and the elastic recovery values for a particular
scratched groove.
Secondly, the position along each groove at which the
transition from ploughing to cutting occurs was determined
and the chip-load at this point was considered to be equivalent
to the minimum chip thickness for the assessed phase.
As suggested by Ahn and Lee (2009), this transition was
detected when the ratio between the sum of the pile-up heights
measured on each side of a machined groove, h1 and h2, and
the depth of this groove, d, was less than one. Figure 6(a)
shows an example of the cross section of a groove machined
in the α phase that illustrates the transition between ploughing
and cutting. In addition, the cross section along the same
groove at a stage where the force applied, Fn , is higher and
cutting is the regime dominating the machining mechanism,
as given in figure 6(b). In practice, the adopted condition for
detecting this transition from ploughing to cutting can be met
on a number of neighbouring locations along a groove, which
is due to the fact that there is some degree of uncertainty
associated with this procedure as a result of the original
roughness of the workpiece surface and the existence of a
processing window where a mixing of both mechanisms is
present. Thus, when analysing the different cross sections of
a given groove in the direction of increased normal force, in
order to reduce the uncertainty in determining the start of
the cutting regime, the transition point selected was that for
which all subsequent points along the groove also met the
condition.
Thirdly, for each groove, based on the profile data
reported in table 2, a virtual line was created so that it joined
the origin, O, where the depth of a groove equals zero and
the point, Dmax, corresponding to its maximum depth. This
virtual line can be said to represent the theoretical depth of a
groove should there be no occurrence of the minimum chip
thickness and elastic recovery effects. From the beginning
of a scratch test, where Fn is equal to zero until the end
where Fn has increased linearily until reaching a maximum
value, three regimes can be distinguished. In the first regime,
Fn is too low to induce plastic deformation and, thus, a full
elastic recovery of the material takes place. This corresponds
to the no-wear and adhering regimes described in Zhang
and Tanaka (1997). The second regime is characterized by
ploughing as the main plastic deformation mechanism. Along
the profile of a groove, the position which corresponds to
the transition from pure elastic deformation (i.e. with full
elastic recovery) to the ploughing regime can be determined
7
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Table 3. Results for the experimental evaluation of the normalized minimum chip thickness, λn , and elastic recovery, k, for the α and β
phases.
Standard
Groove 1 Groove 2 Groove 3 Groove 4 Average deviation
α phase λn 0.52 0.54 0.47 0.74 0.57 0.12
k 0.71 0.36 0.37 0.83 0.57 0.24
β phase λn 0.45 0.53 0.50 0.34 0.46 0.08
k 0.77 1.00 0.79 0.95 0.88 0.12
Table 4. Parameters used for machining the pockets.
Step-over Fn Cutting speed Cutting
(nm) (µN) (µm s–1) direction
Pocket 1 80 12 5 Along the length of the pocket,
towards and parallel to the long axis
of the cantilever
Pocket 2 100
Pocket 3 120
by detecting where the groove starts being formed and it
is referred to as xp (see figure 7). The depth of the virtual
line at this point is recorded as tce and it represents the
minimum chip-load to induce plastic deformation. In the third
regime, cutting is the dominant mechanism. In this case,
Fn has reached a sufficient value for the engagement depth
of the tip to be higher than the minimum chip thickness.
Within this regime, as the ratio between the cutting depth and
tip radius increases, the minimum chip thickness effect, and
thus the amount of elastic recovery, decreases. At a certain
point, the cutting phenomenon observed is similar to that of
conventional cutting (Simoneau et al 2006, Mian et al 2010).
This can be seen in figure 7, where the actual profile of the
groove towards its end is close to the virtual line drawn.
In general, a similar observation could also be made when
analysing the other machined grooves. The position along a
groove corresponding to the ploughing to cutting transition,
xtc, is determined based on the ratio of pile-up height to groove
depth, as explained above. Based on this, the minimum chip
thickness is calculated by measuring the theoretical depth,
tcmin, along the virtual line at the position xtc, as illustrated
in figure 7. The difference between tcmin and the actual depth
of the groove is due to the elastic recovery of the material. In
particular, at the beginning of the cutting regime, a relatively
substantial amount of elastic recovery is expected (Liu et al
2007). Thus, the normalized minimum chip thickness, λn ,
could be obtained for each groove by dividing tcmin by the
radius of the tip, r.
Finally, the average elastic recovery, k, is calculated
between the points xp and xtc (i.e. in the zone corresponding
to the ploughing regime) according to the following equation:
k = 1
n
n∑
i=1
dvi − di
dvi
, (2)
where dvi is the depth along the virtual line and di is the actual
depth of the groove profile at a given point i.
This procedure was applied on the AFM data obtained
for each scratched groove and, thus, four measurements per
phase could be conducted to identify λn and k. The individual
measurements and their average obtained for both α and β
phases are given in table 3.
From table 3, it is observed that a higher value of
normalized minimum chip thickness was obtained when
machining the α phase compared to the β phase under
the same cutting conditions. This phenomenon is explained
with differences in the mechanical properties between these
two phases. In particular, the α phase is characterized by
a higher toughness and lower hardness of ∼125 HV, even
when alloyed with a small quantity (up to about 10%) of
zinc, which has no significant contribution to the hardening
of the α phase. Therefore, ploughing can be the prevailing
machining mechanism rather than cutting when compared
with the response of the β phase under the same conditions,
especially at low levels of applied tip penetration depth. At
the same time, the β phase is more ‘brittle’ with a higher
hardness of 203 HV, which in turn is associated with a lower
minimum chip thickness (Wang et al 2008). Moreover, the
results reflect the trade-off between the normalized minimum
chip thickness and elastic recovery values obtained for the α
and β phases, which again can be attributed to the difference
in the mechanical properties of both phases. More specifically,
the lower normalized minimum chip thickness value obtained
for the β phase should contribute to a lower surface roughness
compared to the α phase but, at the same time, its higher value
of elastic recovery is opposing this effect. In general, it can be
said that the results in table 3 provide evidence of the expected
influence of the material microstructure on the underlying
machining mechanism and, in turn, on the achieved surface
quality.
The model described in this section was implemented in
Matlab and its accuracy when machining pockets is analysed
in the following section. In addition, the pseudo-code used
to implement the proposed model and, thus, to determine the
coordinates of points along the roughness profile in the feed
direction is given in the appendix.
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β phase
α phase4µm 400nm
Figure 8. Example of a machined pocket with a step-over of 100 nm. The dashed line represents the boundary between the α and
β phases.
(a) (b)
Feed direction Feed direction
Figure 9. Predicted surface profile along the cross section of a series of parallel grooves with a step-over value of 80 nm for (a) the α phase
and (b) the β phase.
Figure 10. Experimental and predicted results for the arithmetic roughness, Ra, for (a) the α phase and (b) the β phase.
4. Experimental model validation
In order to estimate the accuracy of the developed surface
generation model, three pockets, 20µm in length and 5µm
in width, were machined by generating successive parallel
grooves with the DNISP probe according to the set-up
reported in table 4. The position of each pocket on the brass
workpiece was such that they overlapped both the α and
β phases, as illustrated in figure 8. In addition, the cutting
speed used was the same as that employed during the scratch
tests and the applied force, Fn , was selected to ensure that
cutting rather than ploughing took place along the length of
the grooves.
Figure 9 compares the roughness profile predicted by
the model when cutting through the α and β phases with
a step-over value of 80 nm. From this figure, it can be
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clearly seen that there is a difference between the predicted
roughness profiles obtained when cutting the different phases.
In particular, the maximum height achieved in the case of the
α phase is lower than that obtained for the β phase under the
same cutting conditions. This shows the significant effect of
the material microstructure on the generated roughness during
AFM probe-based mechanical machining of dual-phase
materials.
The comparison between the predicted and
experimentally measured data to assess the arithmetic surface
roughness, Ra, for the three step-over values considered and
for the different phases is illustrated in figure 10. However,
it should be noted that, strictly speaking, the experimental
Ra values measured should be referred to as Pa values since
these are calculated from the primary profiles of the obtained
AFM scans, where the long wave components have not been
filtered out (Leach 2001). The reported experimental data
represent the mean Ra values obtained from ten surface
profile measurements for each phase and for each pocket.
This figure shows that a relatively good agreement was
achieved between the analytical and experimental results.
Quantitatively, the average prediction error is 21%. This error
was calculated as follows:
error= 1
n
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣Rameasured−RapredictedRameasured
∣∣∣∣, (3)
where n represents the total number of step-over conditions
investigated. It can also be seen from this figure that the results
given by the model generally tend to under-estimate the actual
value of the arithmetic surface roughness. This is attributed to
the fact that the developed model does not take into account
the initial topography of the workpiece material and, thus,
does not capture the profile waviness that can result from this
original surface roughness. In particular, the model considers
that the initial workpiece surface is perfectly flat, which is not
a fully accurate assumption at nano-scale.
Finally, the average height between the bottom of a
groove and its immediate neighbouring peak was calculated
from ten measurements for each combination of step-over
value and phase. The difference between the predicted results
and the measured data were 23 and 28% for the α and β phase,
respectively. This discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that
the model does not consider plastic side flow occurring at the
side of the grooves.
5. Conclusions
The majority of existing research efforts that have focused on
studying the topographical modification of a sample surface
under the mechanical cutting action of an AFM probe have
followed an experimental trial and error approach to achieve
a particular process outcome. Thus, in comparison with the
amount of experimental investigations, only a few studies
have been directed at characterizing the process theoretically
in order to improve its reliability and predictability.
In this context, this paper reports on the development,
implementation and testing of a new analytical model to
predict the surface roughness generated when cutting pockets
a few micrometres in width and a few tens of nanometres in
depth with AFM probe-based machining. The distinguishing
characteristic of the proposed model is that it takes into
account the minimum chip thickness and elastic recovery
associated with each phase present within the microstructure
of a workpiece. The reported implementation consisted in
determining the model material parameters and in validating
its output when processing a dual phase brass alloy using an
AFM nano-indentation probe. A relatively good agreement
was achieved between the analytical and experimental results
with an average prediction error of 21% when assessing
the arithmetic average roughness, Ra. The predicted data
generally under-estimated the experimental results and this
is attributed to the fact that the model does not consider the
initial surface roughness of the workpiece. In addition, future
improvements of the model should also consider plastic flow
at the side of the processed grooves. Thus, it is suggested that
future work should focus on taking these factors into account
in the model in order to improve its accuracy.
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Appendix
Pseudo-code used to determine the coordinates of points along the roughness profile in the feed direction.
INITIALISE tip radius (r), minimum chip thickness for each phase (λn), elastic recovery value for each phase (k), step-over (f)
and workpiece (microstructure map)
FOR EACH groove
//Determine the coordinates of the tip centre Oi (Xoi , Y oi ) based on r and f
CALCULATE X Oi and YOi
//Determine the coordinates (X Pi , YPi ) of each point Ptci along the tip profile
CALCULATE X Pi , and YPi
DEFINE both intersection points with the preceding and follow-up profiles based on f and r
FOR ALL points (Ptci ) along the profile between the defined two intersection points
DETERMINE the coordinates of the corresponding point (Ptci−1 ) on the previous profile
CALCULATE the distance between Ptci and Ptci−1
//Compare the results with the minimum chip thickness for the α and the β phase
IF distance > λn for the α phase THEN
//Cutting is the dominant mechanism
KEEP the coordinates of Ptci to represent the resulting topography for the current
groove
ENDIF
IF distance < λn for the β phase THEN
//Ploughing is the prevailing mechanism and elastic recovery takes place
Temporarily, REPLACE Ptci with Ptci−1 to represent the resulting topography
RETRIEVE the multiphase microstructure map to determine the phase type at the in-
progress position
IF phase= β THEN
Final point on resulting topography= Ptci−1 × k for the β phase
ENDIF
IF phase= α THEN
Final point on resulting topography= Ptci−1 × k for the α phase
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF λn for the β phase < distance < λn for the α phase
THEN
//The dominant mechanism is dependent on the phase type
RETRIEVE the multiphase microstructure map to determine the phase type at the in-
progress position
IF phase= β THEN
//Cutting is the dominant mechanism
KEEP the coordinates of Ptci to represent the resulting topography
ENDIF
IF phase= α THEN
//Ploughing is the prevailing mechanism and elastic recovery takes place
Temporarily, REPLACE Ptci with Ptci−1 to represent the resulting topography
Final point on resulting topography= Ptci−1 × k for the α phase
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
CONSTRUCT the predicted surface profile based on the coordinates of the points stored
CALCULATE the surface roughness metric, Ra, based on the coordinates of all generated points
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